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Harvest Management Group Update Meeting

The third meeting for the 2016 season was held on Wednesday at the Wilmar Burdekin Cane Supply Meeting Room located at
Inkerman Mill. CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd was represented at the meeting by Member Services Manager Wayne Smith and
Director Greg Rossato.
Safety – There was nearly a collision with a cane train at the level crossing at McDesme where a car pulled up about a metre
short of the train, there is a suspicion that the driver may have been distracted and hadn’t notice the flashing lights and the train
crossing until it was almost too late.
An infield transporter that has tipped over twice (once into a recycle pit) in the field was mentioned. Also mentioned is the
ongoing issue with transporters in the Invicta area where they are missing the bin on occasion whilst the elevator is operating to
unload cane into the bins.
Wilmar officers expect to be conducting another siding induction check as there may have been a turnover in drivers due to the
delays in harvesting caused by the wet weather interruption. As there is a responsibility on all those who operate or work in and
around delivery sidings Wilmar have an expectation and request that any incidents be reported to the relevant Wilmar Logistics
Officer.
Equity and Estimates - Equity management is challenging and very much a work in progress as the impact of wet
weather on field conditions has for recommencement; off roster harvesting; increasing estimate; offsets for split groups (i.e. same
harvesting equipment utilised in two groups) and adjustments for getaway fire incidents are worked through under the remains to
the end conditions contained in the CSA.
Wilmar have conducted an estimate review during the recent down time across all mill areas which indicates an increase in
excess of 3% above original estimate. The revised technical budget with extra allowance for wet weather that indicates finishes in
between 22nd December and mid-January is still predicated on 8.3 m tonnes. Given the increase in estimates growers and
harvesting crews are requested to be further diligent when burning to harvest by rechecking the estimate lines up with the advised
daily bin allocation so as to alleviate any impacts that over burning may bring.
A grower reported this week that a block that was estimated at 1200 tonne was burnt in the expectation to be harvested in two
days had eventually cut 1700 tonne and took five days to complete harvesting and milling (effected by mill breakdowns).
Mills – Wilmar Burdekin Operations Manager Paul Turnbull said that mills will be looking to minimise down time for cleaning stops
by gaining further efficiency and in refining the caustic clean process. Scheduled cleans next week will be for Invicta and Kalamia
on Tuesday; Inkerman and Pioneer will carry out cleaning stops on Thursday.
Wilmar factory management expressed their appreciation to the harvesting crews in their efforts in supplying cane of lowest
possible mud given the challenging field conditions that have faced them in last week’s recommencement of harvesting. It was
noted the impact a late finish will have on Wilmar’s maintenance and capital plans for the next maintenance season and the level
of crop available for harvest next year.
There is currently one loco that operates in Kalamia out of service for a further 6 to 8 weeks
Paul explained to the meeting how the lower ccs currently being experienced will facilitate higher throughput of cane but as fibre
increases later in the season can impact the rate. He also give a fairly detailed report on the series of incidents that impacted on
the recommencement of crushing at Inkerman Mill last month.
Wilmar Cane Supply Manager Steve Postma provided a brief overview of the recent Council meeting that was attended by himself
and Wayne Smith to support the report presented by Council officer Wayne Saldumbide regarding the discussions with Wilmar in
respect to possible changes in siding delivery and cane transport arrangements that may be needed should these operations be
impacted by further or sustained wet weather interruptions to the cane harvest.
The next meeting for the group will be held on 31st August.
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Crush statistics

Week 9 as at 06/08/2016
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2016 Ricegrowers Annual Conference
Canegrowers Burdekin Chair Phil Marano and Manager Debra
Burden attended the RGA 2016 Annual Conference in Deniliquin
on Thursday 4th August.

The key focus of this trip was to continue to build relationships
with the rice industry with the view of potential opportunities for
CBL members.
This trip was timely given Wilmar’s cancelling of Cane Supply
Agreements means growers will soon be off contract and can
use their land for alternate purposes.
The trip included meetings with Ricegrowers President Jeremy
Graeme Kruger (Executive Director RGA), Campbell Newman (Swarm
Morton, new CEO Graeme Kruger and retiring CEO Andrew
Farm), Phil Marano (CBL), Jeremy Morton (President RGA)
Bromm plus meetings with SunRice at their Deniliquin Mill.
and Debra Burden (CBL) at the RGA Annual Conference

Attending the conference provided an opportunity to catch up with
Campbell Newman in his role as Chairman of Swarm Farm
Robotics and to meet Danica Leys, CEO of the NSW Country
Women’s Association but also the founder of Twitter phenomenon
AgChatOz.
The Ricegrowers Conference was followed by their AGM. The
AGM included the consideration of a special resolution to allow for
the inclusion of a Queensland Branch. This special resolution was
carried.

Danica Leys and Debra Burden

The conference provided the opportunity for the rice farmers to
showcase their conservation efforts relating to “Bitterns in Rice”.
This project is a partnership between Ricegrowers Association,
Birdlife Australia and Riverina Local Land Services with the result
that rice growers in NSW are custodians of the world’s largest
known breeding population of the endangered Australasian
Bittern.

Chairman Phil commented that the vast majority of issues faced by the rice
industry mirror the issues faced by the cane industry and thus provided
opportunities to work together for mutual benefit. It was clear there is great
interest from the Southern rice farmers to make the Queensland expansion
work and we look forward to our new friends visiting the Burdekin in the near
future.
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Update of Vegetation Management Bill
The following information has been provided by Matt Kealley Environment and Sustainability
Manager CANEGROWERS Qld.

On 17 March 2016 Hon Jackie Trad MP, Deputy Premier, Minister for Infrastructure, Local  No clear decision on the
Vegetation Management
Government and Planning and Minister for Trade and Investment, introduced the Vegetation
(Reinstatement) and Other
Management (Reinstatement) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2016 to the Queensland
Legislation
Amendment
Parliament.
Bill 2016 (Reinstatement
Bill) has been made as yet
In accordance with Standing Order 131, the Bill has been referred to the Agriculture and
as
Agricultural
and
Environment Committee for consideration. The Committee membership is as follows:
Environment
 Mr Glenn Butcher MP, Member for Gladstone, Chair
parliamentary committee
 Mr Tony Perrett MP, Member for Gympie, Deputy Chair
(Committee) are unable to
 Mrs Julieanne Gilbert MP, Member for Mackay
agree on the proposed
 Mr Robbie Katter MP, Member for Mount Isa
way forward. Instead five
recommendations
have
 Mr Jim Madden MP, Member for Ipswich West
been made on the Bill
 Mr Ted Sorensen MP, Member for Hervey Bay
which was introduced to
parliament on 17 March
The Reinstatement Bill intends to protect the health of the Great Barrier Reef and reduce carbon
2016.
emissions by:



reinstating the protection of high-value regrowth on freehold and Indigenous land (category
 CANEGROWERS
C)
believes the Bill will go
 removing provisions permitting clearing for high-value agriculture and irrigated high-value
back to the house to be
agriculture
debated when parliament
 broadening protection of regrowth vegetation in watercourse areas (category R) to cover all
resumes on 16 August
Great Barrier Reef catchments. Category R regulations have been proposed for regrowth
2016. However, support
vegetation within 50m of a watercourse in the Burnett-Mary, Eastern Cape York and Fitzroy
for the Bill will be
Great Barrier Reef catchments.
determined
be
cross reinstating compliance provisions
bench support.
 reinstating provisions in the Water Act 2000 to regulate against the destruction of
 On 7 August 2016, Deputy
vegetation in a watercourse under a riverine protection permit
Premier
Jackie
Trad

amending the Environmental Offsets Act 2014 in relation to determining impacts and
released
the
2014-2015
Commonwealth offsets.
Statewide Land Cover and
Tree Study (SLATS) which
If the Reinstatement Bill was passed in its current form, some changes to the vegetation
indicates the rate of
management framework will be effective from the date the Bill was introduced (17 March 2016).
clearing in the Great
The Agriculture and Environment Committee have held a number of regional meetings in
Barrier Reef catchments
Cairns, Townsville, Emerald, Bundaberg, Gympie, Charleville, Roma and Brisbane where they
had increased by 46%
heard from over 140 witnesses on the Vegetation Management Act.
since 2011-2012.
CANEGROWERS provided a submission to the Bill and addressed the Committee in Brisbane  The
Queensland
on 3 June 2016. CANEGROWERS position which was also supported by QFF and outlined
Government is reviewing
concern for the treatment of high-value agriculture and irrigated high-value agriculture and the
the self-assessable codes
broadening protection of regrowth vegetation in watercourse areas (category R).
which regulate the way
trees are cleared in
The Committee has made five recommendations, including omitting a provision that would
Queensland.
reverse the onus of proof on those accused of illegal clearing, improving the accuracy of
vegetation mapping, and outlining the consultation process on the updated self-assessable
 CANEGROWERS
will
codes.
continue to engage with
the
Queensland
Recommendation 1 The committee recommends that the Minister for State Development
Government
on
the
and Minister for Natural Resources and Mines explains to the House, during the second reading
vegetation
issue
affecting
debate on the Bill, the consultation process that will be undertaken on the updated selfCANEGROWERS
assessable codes, including details of who will be consulted.
members and will work
with QFF and AgForce on
Recommendation 2 The committee recommends that the Minister for State Development
this matter.
and Minister for Natural Resources and Mines provides an update, during the second reading
debate on the Bill, on the steps, including the associated timescales, that will be taken: - to
improve the accuracy of vegetation mapping, and - to proactively engage with landholders to
provide them with updated property maps of assessable vegetation which correct any
inaccuracies.
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Update of Vegetation Management Bill continued
Recommendation 3 The committee recommends that the element of clause 6 of the Bill, which inserts new section 67A
into the Vegetation Management Act 1999 to reverse the onus of proof in relation to vegetation clearing offences, be omitted.
Recommendation 4 The committee recommends that the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection engage
with the property, resources and development sectors to assess and establish the full impact of the proposed amendments to the
environmental offsets regime in Queensland.
Recommendation 5 The committee recommends that the Minister for Environment and Heritage Protection and Minister
for National Parks and the Great Barrier Reef informs the House, during the second reading debate on the Bill, of the outcome of
the assessment of the impacts, including potential costs, of the proposed amendments to the environmental offset regime and if
any actions will be taken.
Self-assessable codes
Currently the Queensland Government is reviewing the self-assessable codes which regulate the way trees are cleared in
Queensland.
This is separate to the current proposed changes to the vegetation management bill, which is before the
House. Managing thickened vegetation is the first code reviewed and this work will be coordinated through QFF.
SLATS data
The 2014-2015 Statewide Land Cover and Tree Study (SLATS) indicates the rate of clearing in the Great Barrier Reef catchments
had increased by 46% since 2011-2012. Of the total hectares, 108,000 hectares was cleared in Great Barrier Reef catchment
areas in 2014-15, which represents over a third of the vegetation cleared statewide.
The 2014-2015 SLATS report found:



The total statewide woody vegetation clearing rate was 296,000* hectares per year (ha/year) compared to 153,638 in 201112






The clearing rate of Great Barrier Reef (GBR) catchments was 108 000 ha/year, increasing by 46% since 2011-12
The clearing of highest conservation value vegetation (remnant) was 114 000 ha/year, compared to 34,590 in 2011-12
Only 29% of the mapped woody vegetation clearing had previously been cleared one or more times since 1988
91% of cleared woody vegetation was replaced by pasture with the remaining 9% replaced by crop, forestry, mining,
infrastructure and settlements.

Next steps for Bill
CANEGROWERS believes the Bill will go back to the house to be debated when parliament resumes on 16 August 2016. Jackie
Trad, the Minister responsible for introducing the Bill will need to outline the Governments response. However, it appears at this
stage that the Palaszczuk Government is unwilling to amend its changes to Queensland’s vegetation management framework and
looks set to support the Bill despite the views from agriculture.
Support for the Bill will be determined by the cross-benchers. Rob Pyne Member for Cairns supports the Bill. Billy Gordon and
Robbie Katter do not supportive of the Bill. Peter Wellington Member for Nicklin is undecided and would like to see a negotiated
outcome to make the Bill more balanced. QFF has written to these MPs with the intent of better engagement on the Bill and the
codes.
CANEGROWERS will continue to engage with the Queensland Government on the vegetation issue affecting CANEGROWERS
members and will work with QFF and AgForce on reviewing the recommendations and finding options to resolve the stalemate.

AG Force “Fair Laws for
Farmers” rally

Cane growers and the ARC UP campaign were at the protest
rally held on Saturday 23rd July in Townsville to support the
Fair Laws for Farmers rally.
Local landholders marched on the office of North Queensland
Minister Coralee O’Rourke to call for support for ‘fair laws for
farmers’ and the development of the North.
AgForce North Queensland president Russell Lethbridge said
the protest rally was aimed at spreading the message that the
Palaszczuk Government’s proposed vegetation management
laws would drive up food prices, shut down regional
development and cost jobs.

To join the fight to protect farmers property rights sign the
petition (here) to the Honourable Speaker and Members of the
Legislative Assembly of Queensland that Queensland
residents draws to the attention of the House our concerns
about the amendments contained in the Vegetation
Management
(Reinstatement)
and
Other
Legislation
Amendment Bill and the negative impact it will have on
landholders' property rights, agricultural sector productivity and
jobs in regional communities.
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Is Bio Agtive Emissions
Technology the future for
farming?

QAWN offers
practical help for
farmers to address
labour issues

Accessing a secure supply of local workers has
long been an issue for farmers. Now, a new
network of agriculture workforce officers across
Queensland is working with farmers in all sectors to
find labour solutions to help them grow their
businesses.
Queensland Agriculture Workforce Network
(QAWN) is part of a suite of Queensland
Government funded initiatives, including the Rural
Jobs and Skills Alliance (RJSA), Agforce School to
Industry Partnership Program (SIPP) and Gateway
Schools to Agribusiness, all of which aim to
address agriculture’s labour and skill needs.

Gary Lewis from Bio-Agtive™ Emissions Technology

Is there merit in injecting exhaust gases into the soil? Could this technology
be applied to the sugarcane industry? Forward-thinking farmers are being
invited to ask questions and be the judge in an innovative information
session with an international expert.
Following requests from the farming community, NQ Dry Tropics is hosting
this unique session where Bio Agtive Emissions Technology (BAET)
inventor, fourth generation Canadian farmer and motor mechanic Gary
Lewis shares the potential of BAET – a process that involves injecting
exhaust gases into the soil, as it is cultivated, to stimulate plant growth.
“Exhaust gas places active soluble nitrogen into the soil, but – more
importantly – also carbon and nitrogen at a ratio of 30:1, which is perfect for
the development of nitrogen-fixing, free-living bacteria,” Mr Lewis said.
“I have applied the process to my farm and, after 10 years of collaboration
with farmers from around the world, we’ve made advancements in the
technology that can be adapted to suit a variety of crops.”
This event is part of the NQ Dry Tropics’ Sugarcane Innovations
Programme, which promotes inventive thinking and supports farmers to
evaluate and implement blue-sky methods of addressing reduction in
nutrient and pesticide applications.
“Bio Agtive Emissions Technology is as blue-sky as it gets, farming using
recycled tractor exhaust fumes injected back into the soil,” NQ Dry Tropics
project officer Anthony Curro said.
“This is definitely not something that has ever been seen on a tractor in the
sugarcane industry.”
Forward thinking farmers are encouraged to register now for the NQ Dry
Tropics event at the Kalamia Hotel, Ayr on Monday 22 August. Dinner is
included on the night for registered guests.
Register now with NQ Dry Tropics on 0408 272
613 or anthony.curro@nqdrytropics.com.au.

A positive example of QAWN’s work in the regions
is “The Sweetest Job” campaign for strawberry
growers in the Sunshine Coast and Moreton Bay
regions in Queensland which has seen more than
1400 local jobseekers register for harvest work in
the strawberry industry since it began at the end of
May.
The Sweetest Job campaign is a fantastic example
of what can be done to support farmers to find the
workers they need.
The initiative is all about improving the image of
farm employment and getting the message out that
there are a wide variety of great employment
options on farms and across the agribusiness
supply chain. QAWN can assist industry attract
suitable workers by raising jobseekers’ awareness
about what qualifications and skill sets would help
make them more job ready and employable.
If farmers are looking to upskill their existing
workers, QAWN officers can assist with information
about available funding and training courses.
QAWN can assist any agriculture sector and we
are happy to help, whether it is by
providing information on available employment
options and wage subsidies, or connecting
employers with local training providers and
providing an update on what funding opportunities
are available to upskill their workers.
Agribusiness employers are encouraged to explore
what labour options are available and QAWN
Officers can assist in connecting you to funded
training in your region. The North Queensland
Officer is Bianca Fullarton, she can be contacted
on
0427
009
929
or
email
workforce@bowengumlugrowers.com.au
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Weather update with
Professor Roger Stone
The SOI phase for the end of July has been classified as being
in a ‘Near Zero Phase’.
The SOI to the end of July was close to plus 3.7 (+3.7) putting this
recent phase again within the ‘Near Zero Phase category’. The SOI
has appeared to stall in its upward momentum, at least for the time
being.
Longer term: Long-term climate/ocean models continue to show a
fair amount of spread in their outlooks: some model runs suggest
near-La Niña like conditions while other model runs show closer to a
neutral ENSO pattern.
Climate forecast outputs vary quite considerably at the moment.
SOI (phase) based outputs show the most likely probability values
are for average rainfall for most (sugar) regions, while General
Circulation Models (e.g. BoM output) are more bullish and suggest a
higher probability of above median rainfall for the three month period
of August to October.
For Queensland, based on a ‘Near Zero’ SOI Phase at the end of
July, the chance of exceeding long term median rainfall for August to
October suggests close to median rainfall throughout the sugar
regions (see map below).
We suggest that this updated forecast, with its slightly reduced probability of exceeding median rainfall for the sugar regions when
compared to the previous two forecasts, is due to the central equatorial Pacific Ocean (near the International Dateline) remaining
warmer than normal and not reflecting – at this stage – a shift to La Niña conditions.
Click here to read the full report.

Sugarcane Improved
Practices Guide

The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries has recently
released the Sugarcane Improved Practices Guide for the
Burdekin available here.
The Sugarcane Improved Practices Guide provides information
to help sugarcane growers in reef catchments identify and
adopt improved land management practices in the Burdekin
region.

EXCLUSIVE
MEMBER
OFFERS
Discounted online training
Members of CANEGROWERS Burdekin can access
the online courses for a discounted price.
Courses Available
“Safe working near electrical assets in the rural
industry”
Participate in OHS Processes
Farm Safety for Farm Managers
Members receive the discounted price of $50 with non
-members paying $100.
To register phone 47903600
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Growers caution against more reef Applications
regulation
open for
Sugarcane growers, like all Australians,
are committed to ensuring the health of Australia's
the Great Barrier Reef and will work with prestigious
the recommendations of the Great Barrier
Reef Water Science Taskforce now rural
agreed
to
by
the
Queensland
women's
Government.
award
The Chairman CANEGROWERS Qld

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Chair Phil Marano with
Minister for Environment Dr Steven Miles

Paul Schembri said it had been frustrating
that the industry had so far attracted a
disproportionate share of the spotlight and
could
face
more
regulation.
CANEGROWERS supports clear and
achievable goals which are applied
across the Reef catchments and
welcomes the State Government’s
commitment to review the reef water
quality targets and opposes the big stick
of regulation as a means of achieving
water quality targets.

The
Rural
Industries
R&D
Corporation’s (RIRDC) Rural
Women’s Award is Australia’s pre
-eminent
Award
celebrating
exceptional rural women.
The
Award
identifies
and
supports
emerging
women
leaders who have the desire,
commitment
and
leadership
potential to make a greater
contribution to primary industries
and rural communities.

More than 60% of the cane farming area of Queensland is already within the Smartcane BMP RIRDC invite you to join this
program, either accredited in its key water quality modules or working towards that goal.
celebration – either by nominating
yourself or someone you know.
Dr Steven Miles, the Minister for Environment, in a meeting with the CANEGROWERS Policy
Applications close 31 October
Council on Monday advised that the Government would be announcing their response to the
2016.
Reef Water Science Taskforces findings (click here) this week. In a robust discussion on
regulation, Dr Miles stressed to the Policy Council that the Government was watching the The Award supports women both
uptake of accreditation for the Smartcane BMP program and that this uptake would impact financially and professionally.
their view on future Reef Regulation.
Each state and territory winner
will receive a $10,000 financial
bursary to implement their Award
vision. Each winner also has
the opportunity to participate in
the
Australian
Institute
of
Company
Directors
(AICD)
Company Directors Course and
will be supported to develop an
The Queensland Government released their response to the Reef Taskforce individual integrated leadership
recommendations on Thursday (11 August) agreeing in in principle with all 10 plan.
recommendations. Click here to read the media release.
More details and the application
Canegrowers Burdekin encourages all cane farmers to make contact with Smartcane BMP form can be found at the RIRDC
facilitator Terry Granshaw (0437 553 149 tgranshaw@bps.net.au) to commence their BMP website: www.rirdc.gov.au/rwa
Canegrowers Burdekin attendees (Chair Phil Marano, Directors Owen Menkens, Roger
Piva and Steve Pilla and Manager Debra Burden) all felt the message from Minister
Miles was clear …. that cane farmers can control their own destiny by voluntarily
becoming accredited under the Smartcane BMP program…a program that was
designed by the industry and that is focused on productivity, profitability and
sustainability …or leave it to the Government to regulate what happens on a cane
farm.

accreditation journey.

Cane growers protecting and respecting our reef
… the greatest reef in the world
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Media Statements
Minister for Environment and Heritage Protection and Minister for National Parks and the Great Barrier Reef
The Honourable Steven Miles

Burdekin cane farmers prove sustainability leads
to higher profits
Farm trials funded by the Queensland Government have proven sustainable practices increase profitability and protect the Great
Barrier Reef.
Minister for Environment and Heritage Protection and Great Barrier Reef, Dr Steven Miles said one Burdekin Nitrogen Trials
project farmer was making $28,000 more profit per year by reducing fertiliser while increasing sugar produced per hectare.
“Working with 23 cane farms we have tested different nitrogen fertiliser rates across different soils throughout the Burdekin.
These results prove growers right across the Burdekin can make more money and reduce their impact on the Reef,” Dr Miles
said.
“When I met with some of the growers I was struck by their enthusiasm. They told me they were skeptical at first but could not
argue with the results delivered from their own land.
"I would like to thank all the growers involved in the project for their trust in the project team, keeping an open mind and making
these changes on their farms’.
The Queensland Government has committed nearly $3 million for the trials, which began in 2011.
The trials were delivered in collaboration between Burdekin growers, Sugar Research Australia (SRA), Department of
Environment and Heritage Protection, the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, and the Department of Science, Information
Technology and Innovation.
Minister Assisting the Premier on North Queensland Coralee O’Rourke said the trials had shown farms were more profitable
when adopting the industry standard, SIX EASY STEPS™ and good farming practices.
“Growers are more profitable by adopting best practice nitrogen rates compared with using higher rates of nitrogen traditionally
used by growers,” she said.
“These trials also showed what rate of nitrogen fertiliser would maximise grower profitability and minimise the amount of nitrogen
being lost in local waterways.”
SRA Executive Manager, Technology, Dr Peter Allsopp said SRA’s involvement in the project focussed on delivering value for
Australian sugarcane growers and millers by bringing science into the field in a practical way.
“SIX EASY STEPS™ is a science-based nutrient management tool that enables the adoption of best practice nutrient
management on-farm,” Dr Allsopp said.
“It is acknowledged as industry best practice for nutrient management to optimise productivity and profitability without adversely
influencing soil fertility or causing off farm impacts”.
Burdekin grower David Defranciscis said he hoped the trials – which he had been involved since 2012 - would give the industry
confidence to embrace change without compromising profitability and supply.
“These trials have proven I can reduce how much fertiliser I use while maintaining my farm productivity and saving money,” he
said.
“I have been able to reinvest some of those savings into improving my soil which will hopefully improve my productivity and
profitability in the future”.
While these trials are ending in 2017, Department of Environment and Heritage Protection has launched a new $700,000 project
taking key components of RP20 and offering it to up to 90 farms across the Burdekin over the next two years.
“I am pleased to announce trials like this will now be rolled out to more growers. A new project Complete Nutrient Management
Planning for Cane Farming (RP161) is being delivered by Farmacist, a locally owned and trusted specialist agronomy service”, Dr
Miles said.
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Burdekin cane farmers
prove sustainability
leads to higher profits
continued

“On farm help will involve $5,000 worth of agronomy with
personalised one-on-one extension with farms visits from
Farmacist agronomists, whole farm and tailored nutrient
management planning, fertiliser box calibrations and farm
decision support.
“The Farmacist team is working with growers to help them
improve their profitability. SRA and David Defranciscis are both
working with the project,” Dr Miles said.
Farmacist project manager, Jayson Dowie said: “We are very
excited to be a part of this project. It offers a great opportunity
for growers to feel comfortable they are meeting industry
requirements by providing them with soil specific nutritional
plans, tailor made to their farm, as well as improving other farm
efficiencies using targeted one-on-one extension.”
Burdekin growers interested in improving their profitability by
implementing more effective management practices on their
farms can contact the Burdekin Farmacist office on 07 4782
2300 or call 0429 837 497. More information is also available at
www.qld.gov.au/FarmingInReefCatchments

Boots on the ground for
BMP

A new team of three Smartcane BMP auditors is simplifying the
process of accreditation in our industry best management
practice program.
Instead of uploading documentation, records and other
evidence for remote desk-top audits, the team of Lana
Shoesmith, Frank Hughes and Cathee Miller will make farm
visits.
Each visit should take 2-3 hours and allow the auditor to see
samples of evidence such as fertiliser records and also drive
around the property to see farming practices such as trash and
fallow management and chemical storage.
On farm audits will save time and allow for quick responses to
any questions. Most other agricultural BMP programs, such as
for cotton and grazing, already utilise on farm audits. This is
another reason to prepare for your audit soon so contact your
local BMP facilitator.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 9 August 2016

Electricity


The AER’s draft decision is to approve Ergon’s tariff structure statement, saying it complies with the rules. CANEGROWERS
is examining the draft decision ahead of preparing a response. The AER draft decision can be found here: http://
www.aer.gov.au/networks-pipelines/determinations-access-arrangements/pricing-proposals-tariffs/ergon-energy-tariffstructure-statement-2015/draft-decision

NFF Competitiveness Committee


CANEGROWERS attended the NFF competitiveness committee meeting. High on the agenda was the Productivity
Commission’s report into the Regulation of Australian Agriculture. We provided a comprehensive brief to NFF on
CANEGROWERS concerns in relation to the Productivity Commission’s findings on sugar marketing.

Smartcane BMP


BMP facilitators from central and north Queensland gathered in Townsville on 2-3 August for their annual gathering which
included a review of the last 12 months and discussion of improvements to program delivery and reporting. The south
Queensland facilitators had met separately in June. The process for on-farm accreditation audits was discussed at
length. This process has now been used with six growers and works well, requiring 2-3 hours depending on whether the
crops are rain-fed or irrigated. The role of the facilitators in assisting growers to prepare for audit has not changed, but there
is no longer any copying and uploading of records.



The influence of BMP participation on practice change will be a focus of future reporting within the program. Ways that the
program can increase its influence on practice change will also be explored.



Met with Tony Morrison of EHP in Townsville who is now managing the compliance program for reef regulations. Previously
this was overseen from Brisbane. There is agreement about how the compliance program will work with growers in the BMP
program.



Met with QDAF staff in Townsville who work with growers in the Burdekin and the Herbert. Their brief is to assist growers
explore and adopt improved practices with a focus on both productivity and water quality. For example, Jodie Tub is involved
in several nitrogen management trials in the Herbert and has recently organised delivery of soil health workshops. There
seem to be opportunities for better coordination and communication of extension activities.

Research and Development


CANEGROWERS has been involved in developing the leadership for a soil health research and extension program. This is
potentially a $5 to $10 million project over 5 years involving a number of organisations with an application to the Federal Rural
R&D for Profit and SRA. The objective is to address yield decline by enhancing the findings of the Yield Decline Joint Venture
work for improved implementation and adoption.
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QSL Marketing Choice
QSL’s work to implement Marketing Choice for the 2017 Season is continuing. As previously advised, we have agreed to
commercial terms with MSF Sugar regarding an On-Supply Agreement (OSA) for the 2017 Season and beyond, but this is subject
to necessary changes being made to the Raw Sugar Supply Agreements with Bundaberg Sugar, Isis Central Mill and Mackay
Sugar.
We are continuing OSA negotiations with Wilmar, while there has been no significant progress with Tully Sugar in this regard.
For more information, please click on the 2017 Marketing Choice icon at www.qsl.com.au

Expanding your market knowledge
Although QSL is not able to provide financial advice or tell Growers how they should price their sugar, we understand this is an
area of great interest to many – particularly those keen to build their market knowledge to assist their own individual in-season
and forward pricing decisions.
It’s important that all Growers have the opportunity to build their understanding of how the market, its movements and other macro
-economic factors, can affect how much they receive for the sugar produced from their crop.
In a series of smaller Grower workshops held recently across the Herbert River, Tully and Burdekin, QSL’s General Manager
Trading and Risk Dougall Lodge provided participants with a comprehensive overview of what market information sources his
pricing and treasury team use. Dougall also explained the importance of QSL being able to leverage long-term relationships
developed through our physical marketing, shipping, sugar futures pricing, foreign exchange and banking activities to ensure the
maximum value is returned to the industry.
Some of the key marketing information services QSL currently provides include:



A Market Snapshot on our website, updated each weekday, which details ICE 11 activity and currency performance



A free SMS service which sends a text message update on the ICE 11 prompt, exchange rate and equivalent AUD/tonne
OTC and AUD/tonne OTC IPS prices to your phone each weekday morning



A Monthly Market Report which provides an overview of key market activity during the month and aspects to watch moving
forward

Market Update information sessions, held in regional venues by key members of the QSL team throughout the year
In addition to the reporting outlined above, QSL intends to offer additional marketing information materials and analysis for those
Growers who choose QSL as their GEI Sugar marketer for 2017 and beyond.
Please contact Dougall Lodge at Dougall.Lodge@qsl.com.au for more details.
You can access our existing reporting via our website at www.qsl.com.au.
To sign-up to the free daily SMS, just head to our website and click on ‘Sign up for Daily Price SMS’ button at the bottom of the
page, enter your details and you’re done.
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Pricing information
2016 Season Advances & Payments
as at 8 August 2016
$/tonne IPS
Initial
18 August 16
20 October 16
15 December 16
26 January 17
23 February 17
23 March 17
20 April 17
18 May 17
22 June 17
Final Payment

$267
$326
$351
$377
$410
$423
$448
$461
$474
$487
$513

% estimated
return

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
90.0%
92.5%
95.0%
100%

Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary
As at 8 August 2016

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2015 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2015 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Allocations

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 11 August 2016
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2016 Season

$556

$536

2017 Season

$526

$506

2018 Season

$502

$482

2019 Season

$488

$468

Dam Storage

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 29 July 2016
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS 2016
QSL Harvest Pool

$509

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$542

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$457

QSL US Quota Pool

$769

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$476

QSL 3-season Forward Pool

$494

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

101.2%
10 Aug 2016

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Sugar Industry Calendar
Click here

Meeting
John Hy Peake Room, Burdekin Shire Council
Tuesday 9th August, 5pm

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

FREE

SIX EASY STEPS
COURSE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

Would you like to
advertise in

canenews?

6% Discount
Exclusive offer to members
of CANEGROWE RS
Burdekin

Email
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

to receive more
information
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin
cane farmers and their families in the Burdekin.
Copies are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS
Offices, businesses, industry, politicians,
Government Agencies and members of the
community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600
PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
Debra Burden

General Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Racheal Olsen

Insurance Manager

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials

JP (Qual)

Mel De Domenico

4790 3605
0408 638 518

Administration Officer

4790 3608

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

